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JETSTREAM XY SLITTER
OVERVIEW
The Rollem Jetstream is a high volume finishing system that maximizes productivity
for larger volume producers. This flexible system takes full press sheets and converts
them in to finished products in one step, thereby eliminating the need for guillotine
cutting, excess manpower and paper movement. Rollem’s trademark guaranteed
100% accuracy delivers flawless finished products, sheet after sheet.
PRODUCTS

 Direct Mail
 Post Cards
 Coupons





Event Tickets
Retail Labels
Brochures



Billing & Financial
Statements




Invoices
Retail Collateral





Menus
Business Cards
Reply Cards
...and much more!

KEY BENEFITS

 Increased automation reduces labor costs by eliminating touch points
and paper movement

 Unlimited cut, score and perf lines
 Highest level of accuracy and efficiency, guarantees top quality products
 Streamline production with Rollem’s bi-directional processing
 Increase production time with multi-function processing in one machine
 Double Head design applies a two-step process that lays a second deeper

score over an initial shallow score for a sharper crease with no paper cracking

 “Strike-Perf” (in-out-in) feature offers pattern perforations for reply cards
and coupons

 “Strike-Slit” (in-out-in) feature enables bi-directional slitting of business cards
and postcards in one process

 Operates in-line with UV coaters, laminators, and presses for near-line finishing
 Optional In-Line Glue/Fold units create a direct mail finishing system—
from press sheet to mail ready products in one step

Double head,
dual shaft design

Business card
delivery cassette

Strike-slit feature

Bi-directional
configuration

JETSTREAM
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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FUNCTIONS (All functions may be performed in single or two directional)
ALL JETSTREAM MODELS: Slitting (trimming), scoring (creasing), perforating
DOUBLE HEAD JETSTREAM: Pattern-perforating, strike-slitting

JETSTREAM 24” MODEL

JETSTREAM 30” MODEL

MAXIMUM SHEET SIZE

23.5x28”

29.5x28”

MINIMUM SHEET SIZE

4x6”

4x6”

MAXIMUM STOCK WEIGHT

21pt. board

21pt. board

MISCELLANEOUS

Coated, non-coated, and UV laminated stocks

SPEEDS

Up to 7,500sph in a bi-directional process.
Varies depending on how many functions are utilized.

MEDIA SPECIFICATIONS

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS
WEIGHT

1,150 lbs.

POWER SUPPLY

220 v

1,400 lbs.

DELIVERY OPTIONS
DELIVERY TRAY WITH BACKSTOPS (standard)
SHINGLE CONVEYER
CASSETTE BINS (for business cards)
AUTO-COLLATOR
ALTERNATING STACKER (for book blocks)

DIMENSIONS

24”
30”

JETSTREAM 24” MODEL
JETSTREAM 30” MODEL

56”
72”

56”
72”

18”

DELIVERY TRAY

24”
30”

80”
102”

